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Scanning

DOLPHIN wave 50

Cleans pool floor, cove, walls, and waterline
Recommended for commercial pools 40-82 ft. in length

The Dolphin wave 50 is a hard working commercial-grade  
cleaner designed to deliver performance and reliability at 
an affordable price. It actively scrubs all pool surfaces while 
filtering the water and its robotic scanning ability ensures the 
entire pool is clean.  The wave 50 includes a caddy for added 
portability and storage.

4 hours

78 ft.

fine porosity

4,233 gal per hour

22 lbs.

24” x 20” x 20”

16

9999386

Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Unit weight

Carton size

Units/pallet

Model # 
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FiltrationPower
Supply

1

C

Digital power 
supply with 
weekly timer and 
full bag indicator

Filters the water 
while it cleans 
with an all-surface 
climbing brush

Patented swivel 
helps prevent 
cable tangling

Advanced robotic 
scanning ensures 
complete pool 
coverage

Dolphin wave 50 Specifications:

Includes caddy for 
added consumer 
convenience

Caddy

Cleans all pool 
surfaces and 
scrubs the 
waterline!

Waterline
Cleaning

Remote ready! 
Separate remote 
control available.

Remote Control



DOLPHIN wave 75

Cleans pool floor, cove, walls, and waterline
Recommended for commercial pools up to 100 ft. in length

Perfect for small to mid-size commercial pools, the Wave 75 is a robust 
commercial cleaner that includes value added features while maintaining an 
affordable price point. The Wave 75 comes standard with a remote control 
for manual navigation and cycle options, and features a convenient LED full 
bag indicator. It actively scrubs the entire pool including floor, cove, walls and 
waterline while filtering the water. Includes caddy and patended swivel cable.

2, 3, or 4 hours

100 ft.

fine porosity

4,233 gal per hour

24.25 lbs.

24” x 20” x 20”

16

99996366

Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Unit weight

Carton size

Units/pallet

Model #
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Power
Supply
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Advanced robotic 
scanning ensures 
complete pool 
coverage

Cleans all pool 
surfaces and 
scrubs the 
waterline!

Filters the water 
while it cleans 
with an all-surface 
climbing brush

Wireless remote 
for touch-guided 
navigation cycle 
options

Patented swivel 
helps prevent 
cable tangling

Dolphin wave 75 Specifications:

Scanning

Remote ControlWaterline
Cleaning

Includes caddy for 
added consumer 
convenience

Caddy

Digital power 
supply with 
weekly timer and 
full bag indicator

Dual Drive
Motors

Dual drive motors 
for incredible 
maneuverability

DIY
Technology

Dealer repairable 
in 20 minutes or 
less!



DOLPHIN wave 100

Cleans pool floor, cove, walls, and waterline
Recommended for commercial pools up to 120 ft. in length

The Dolphin wave 100 is a professional, non-compromising solution to 
meet the demands of commercial pool cleaning. Its dual drive motors and 
split brush technology provide incredible maneuverability and coverage 
while its digital wireless remote gives the user pinpoint navigation and 
control.  Choose from multiple cycle options and a delayed start feature 
which allows debris to settle before starting the cycle.  The wave 100 also 
features a full bag indicator and a caddy for extra convenience.

4, 6, or 8 hours

114 ft.

fine porosity

4,233 gal per hour

24.25 lbs.

24” x 20” x 20”

16

9999396X

Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Unit weight

Carton size

Units/pallet

Model #
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Supply
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Advanced robotic 
scanning ensures 
complete pool 
coverage

Cleans all pool 
surfaces and 
scrubs the 
waterline!

Digital power 
supply with LED 
full bag indicator 
light.

Filters the water 
while it cleans 
with an all-surface 
climbing brush

Wireless remote 
for touch-guided 
navigation, cycle 
options, and 
delayed start 
feature

Patented swivel 
helps prevent 
cable tangling

Dolphin wave 100 Specifications:

Scanning

Remote ControlWaterline
Cleaning

Dual Drive
Motors

Dual drive motors 
for incredible 
maneuverability

Includes caddy for 
added consumer 
convenience

Caddy

Gyro

Internal gyroscope 
ensures precise 
navigation



DOLPHIN wave 2x2 GYRO

Cleans pool floor, cove, walls, and waterline
Recommended for commercial pools 82 - 196 ft. in length

The wave 2 X 2 GYRO is a heavy-duty robust performer that does it 
all .  It boasts double filtration and scrubbing power with adjustable 
pool parameters and choice of cycles.  The 2 X 2 filters an 
incredible 8,466 gallons per hour while it scrubs the pool surfaces 
clean.  It features a wireless remote for touch guided navigation, a 
delayed start option and full bag indicator warning. It also includes 
a caddy for portability and storage.

4, 6 or 8 hours

131 ft.

fine porosity

8,466 gal per hour

44 lbs.

35” x 21” x 20”

8

9999353-GYRO

Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Unit weight

Carton size

Units/pallet

Model # 
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Swivel Filtration

Power
Supply

Gyro

1
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Advanced robotic 
scanning ensures 
complete pool 
coverage

Cleans all pool 
surfaces and 
scrubs the 
waterline!

Digital power 
supply with LED 
full bag indicator 
light

Internal gyroscope 
ensures precise 
navigation

Filters the water 
while it cleans 
with an all-surface 
climbing brush

Wireless remote 
for touch-guided 
navigation, cycle 
options and 
delayed start 
feature

Patented swivel 
helps prevent 
cable tangling

Includes caddy for 
added consumer 
convenience

Dolphin wave 2x2 GYRO Specifications:

Scanning

Remote Control

Caddy

Waterline
Cleaning



Scanning

DOLPHIN wave 300

Cleans pool floor and cove
Recommended for large commercial pools

The Dolphin wave 300 is the professional answer for systematic, thorough 
and reliable cleaning of even the largest commercial pools.  Its intelligent 
navigation system ensures complete pool coverage of every pool type 
and shape.  The wave 300’s actively rotating brushing system was 
specifically designed to brush, scrub and remove dirt from pool surfaces. 
But the real power of wave 300 lies in its state of the art man-machine-
interface (MMI).  The wave 300’s MMI is an interactive digital control 
panel that gives the user full control of cycle time, delayed start, remote 
steering, even self-entry and submergence into the pool. 

1-8 hours

141 ft.

fine porosity

10, 560 gal per hour

55 lbs.

36” x 42” x 36”

1

99997002

Cycle time

Cable length

Filter bag porosity

Suction rate

Unit weight

Carton size

Units/pallet

Model # 

Filtration

MMI

Powerful 
man-machine-
interface puts 
full operational 
control at your 
fingertips

Filters the water 
while it cleans 
with an all-surface 
climbing brush

Advanced robotic 
scanning ensures 
complete pool 
coverage

Dolphin wave 300 Specifications:

Includes caddy for 
added consumer 
convenience

Caddy

User friendly top 
access to filter 
bags

Top Access

Wireless remote 
for touch-guided 
navigation, cycle 
and other options

Remote Control

Gyro

Internal gyroscope 
ensures precise 
navigation
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Dolphin is a registered trademark of Maytronics US Incorporated, Maytronics Ltd. world wide, copyright 2010.
Manufactured for North America only

www.maytronicsus.com  info@maytronicsus.com  Tel: 1-888-Dolphin  Tel: 770-613-5050  Fax: 770-613-5099


